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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since his death in 1900, Ernest Dowson has come to 

occupy a unioue, and not altogether enviable, position 

in the fin de siêcle poetic hierarchy. The Bohemianism 

attached to his wanderings in France, the sickness and 
* 

squalor in which his last years were spent, and the sud-

denness of his death at thirty-two have all combined to 

make of him a kind of "Decadent Byron"—the life-symbol 

of a literary movement.-^ But, unlike the case with his 

more illustrious predecessor, the honor Dowson seems to 

have acquired is a dubious one. 

The Decadent Movement of the Nineties is one of the 

least esteemed of all literary periods. For the most part, 

•̂  Almost immediately after Dowson^s death on February 
23, 1900, Oscar Wilde (who was himself to die before the 
year was out) prophetically captured much of Dowson^s fu-
ture appeal as a symbol of the Decadent spirit in a let-
ter to Leonard Smithers: 

I am ^̂ reatly distressed to hear of Ernest*s death: 
how sudden it must have beenl Poor wounded wonder-
ful fellow that he was, a tragic reproduction of 
all tragic poetry, like a symbol or a scene. I 
hope bay-leaves will be laid' on his tomb. . . for 
he knew what love is. 

The Letters of Oscar V/ilde, ed. Rupert Hart-Davis (New York, 
1962), p. ÔI6. 



it is regarded more as a curiosity than as a valid liter-

ary effort of any appreciable measure. Characteristic of 

current Decadent criticism is Buckley^s evaluation of its 

prose: 

. . . they struFgled to make a highly personal 
style the ultimate expression of their highly 
stylized personalities. Their prose glittered 
self-consciously with paradox and epigrams 
fashioned to invert every bourgeois piatitude.^ 

and Untermeyer^s consideration of its poetry: 

. . . instead of being- larp-e and careless, they 
v;ere cramped and self-conscious, writing with 
one eye on the British public which they hoped 
to startle, and the other on the French poets 
v/hom they hoped to impress. 3 

And, to be sure, its peculiarities outweigh its contri-

butions, and its personalities are frequently more memo-

rable than the works they produced. But, on the other hand, 

it is over-simplifying the issue to dismiss the Nineties 

as little more than an era of affectation; for the best 

work of the period has little of the artificiality found 

in its worst, iust as few of its artists were capable of 

^ Jerome H. Buckley, The Victorian Temper (New York, 1951), 
p. 229. 

-̂  Louis Untermeyer, Modern British Poetry (New York, 195^), 
p. 6. 



imitating Wilde^s ability "to invert every bourgeois pla-

titude." And while the fin de si^cle poets (among whom 

were Victor Plarr, Richard Le Gallienne, Lionel Johnson, 

John Davidson, and Arthur Symons) are essentially minor 

artists with minor reputations; they, nevertheless, pos-

sessed more individuality within their ranks than most 

criticism would indicate. And Dowson is, I believe, one 

such example. 

Though Dowson*s verse is not the product of a pro-

found or even particularly disciplined intellect, neither 

is it merely the stereotyped and empty echoes of Decadence; 

and while it is true that he lacked the genius to trans-

cend the movement, it is equally true that he had enough 

originality to escape being engulfed by it. And though 

his work, with its simplicity of style and redundance of 

theme, lends itself to the brief and blanket generalization, 

a serious reading of the entire Dowson opus shows its weak-

nesses to be more from the poet^s immaturity than from his 

close affinity with the Decadent spirit.^ And the picture 

we get of the poet is less the cynical bacchant than the 

The greater bulk of Dowson^s creative work was written 
in a relatively brief period—between his time at Oxford 
(c. lí̂ Ôy) and 1Ô94, the year of his parent^s deaths. And 
after 1^96, Dowson wrote no poetry at all. See The Poeiris 
of Ernest Doivson, ed. T-'ark Longaker (Philadelphia, 1962}, 
pp. 18-19. 



perplexed adolescent—unable (or, perhaps, unwilling) to 

reconcile the ideal v\:ith the real or to relinquish the 

dream for the prosaic present. The familiar Dowson nu-

ances of despair, disillusionment, life-weariness, and 

the death v/ish—as negative as they are—spring from a 

belief in, and desire for, innocence. So consistently 

does this theme appear, in fact, that it is the thread 

which best guides the reader throu.̂ h the emotionally comi-

plex labyrinth of all his work, poetry as well as prose.^ 

Before beginning this consideration of his poetry, 

it is necessary to note briefly the two basic concepts 

of innocence. The first, which is generally termed He-

Dowson^s nine short stories—v;hic:̂ : were published in 
two collections, Diler̂ rnas: Stories and S'oudies in Senti-
ment (1^95), and Decorations: In Verse jr.á Prose (1899) — 
deal with the same themes, and in the same manner, as does 
his poetry. As Dowson^s biographer, Mark Longaker, points 
out in The Stories of Ernest Dowson, ed. Mar c Longaker 
(Philadelphia, 1947T7 P. 1: 

In his prose there is a corroboration and ampli-
fication of much of the thought and sentimient 
which appears in the poetry. The narratives do 
much to supplement the poems, and as a result 
they are vaiuable in that they shed additional 
light on the mind and art of the author. 

With this in mind, therefore, I will occasionally footnote 
appropriate passages from the stories which seem to me es-
pecially enlightening in this study of his lyrics. I do not 
offer them as proof of any particular hypothesis, but in-
tend them to serve onjy as clarifications. Longaker^s e-
dition will be used; hereafter cited as Stories. 
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braic, is defined as "freedom from sin, guilt, or moral 

wrong in general; the state of being untainted with, or 

unacquainted with, evil; moral purity" (O.E.D., V, p. 312). 

The second, which is generally termed Hellenic, is defined 

as ". . . simplicity; hence, want of knowled.q:e or sense, 

ignorance. . . . " (O.E.D., V, p. 312). Innocence in the 

Hebraic sense, then, (synonymous as it is with conventional 

morality and virtue, i.e., physical purity) is a positive 

and desirable state; for to lose innocence is to knov; evil. 

But in the Hellenic sense, (v;hich emphasizes the virtue of 

intellectual awareness over the Christian-Hebraic goal of 

sinless conduct) innocence is not a positive, but a nega-

tive, state; for innocence is the absence of knov/ledge, be 

it the knowledge of p̂ ood or of evil. 

To keep these two opposing traditions of innocence 

in mind is, I believe, to see the many and diverse lyrics 

of Dowson assume a new organic unity. The purpose, there-

fore, of this study is to trace these two concepts as they 

appear in his poetry. 



t./ ,. , i _ ) 

As we rave noteci, tl^e funca:~ental diZo:-.;r;a in v i r t u -

a l l y a l l of I^ov.̂ son^s poet ry i s TL::e c c r . f l i c t '::,ezvjeen l'.is 

consc ious d e s i r e for the i d e a l and zr ~ InevtzaSolo i n t r u -

s ions of r e a l i t y . The two b e s t .T.irrors of t.nis strug.rrle 

are t he Church and the c h i l d . Each represe rx t s , thou,?-h ov 

no means e x c l u s i v e l y so , a d i f f e r e n t a spec t of ::he p o e t ' s 

headlong f l i g h t from l i f e . In the Church, v/hich v ; i l l be 

explored in chap t e r I I I , we sec h i s lon2;in.q; for the c l a s -

s i c a l (I-iellenic) st-^ce of innocence—vhnic:': i s , in i t s ab -

s o l u t e forr. , a corr.pleue " lack of :-:nov;lea.;3e." The c h i l d , 

w i th wlnicln t n i s chap'oer w i l l d e a l , p e r s o n i f i e s h i s ob-

s e s s i o n v;it:n the pur iuan (Hebraic) viev; of innocence as 

" the s t a t e of be in^ u.nuainted with^ or unacquain ted witln,v 

evi-L; morĉ — .yur.... i.jj •" 

Dowson'3 poer.s of love and "Glie clnild for.̂ ;. tlne i r .a iori-

t y of h i s ef:?:.:'^u3 in vense . 3uu insueac cf u::.e u s u a l De-

cadenc v/ail..::-.^ ufner- the wantcn pLeo.£ure, n i s l y r i c s a r e 

unlilce an;' .z'r.er3 cf "he pe r i cd in unein c c r c u c u s , even 

m a s o c h i s t i c , d e s i r e fo r p u r i t y . S.r.á -chcugn uhey shov; a l l 

t he weaknesses of h i s l i i r . i t ed , e n c i r e l y sub- ' ec t ive a r ^ ; 

beneauh aZ 1 the s y : : b o l i ? t i c t ran:^ in^s l i e s a -•enuine b e -

l i e f in v i r? - ina l innocence . 

<j 
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nnocence of the Child 

No better illustration of Dowson^s preferring the 

qualities which he sees in the child over those of the 

more mature individual can be found than his own anno-

tation beside a passage in Olive Schreiner»s novel, The 

African Farm, in which he v/rites: 

Typical inherent bassesse in v;oman»s nature — 
the brutal method, the only mer,hcd v;ith ••;ciuun— 
e.g. the perverse pleasure (to be observed in 
a hundred cases) with v;hich a v/or-.an sets her-
self to degrade and obliterate the ferninine 
ideal if she comes across a man with any faith 
in it. o 

And traced through the lyrics, the child emerges as a 

kind of microcosm of Man»s Fall. As a child, she is the 

Pre-Fall Innocent— unacquainted with sin or evil. Then 

the serpent of growth invades the garden, offers her the 

fruit of passion; and the poet watches helplessly as her 

Golden Age crumbles before the onslaughts of maturity. 

But before we can effectively explore the relation-

ship which exists between the poet and the child, we mus-

first define what Dowson means by "child." Briefly, he 

does not use the word to designate a girl of extreme 

" See Victor Plarr, Ernest Dov;son: Reminiscences, Un-
published Letters and r- ar'̂ inalia (London, l'jll^ ] , p7 L6, 



youth.' It is, rather, a verbal crown which he bestows 

upon one who still possesses the purity ("the feminine 

ideal") that he demands. In effect, then, Dowson uses 

the term "child" as a description, and not as an iden-

tification: 

Grey olives and sparkling sea 
Shine bright through the clear calm air— 
Of gleaming gold is her v;aving hair— 
(0 Love, my Love and Italyî) 
V\/hen the world was young and the earth was fair, 
She came, my Love, as a child to me. 

(from "A Mosiac," p. 116) 

She is able to feel affection, but, more importantly, she 

is only slightly touched by desire. For it must be remem-

bered that the ordinary love of a m.an for a woman, or of 

a youth for a girl, is not the spirit of Dowson^s lyrics. 

What he calls "love" is really a devotional awe—such as 

Galahad felt before the Grail; 

' In such stories as "Apple Blossom in Brittany" and 
"The Eyes of Pride," Dov;son describes his heroines (al-
so referred to as "child") as about seventeen years of 
age. See Stories, pp. 70, Ô5. 

Unless otherwise indicated, all quotations of Dov/son̂ s 
poetry will be according to The Poetical v/orks of Ernest 
Christopher Dov/son, ed. Desmond Flowers (London, 1934). 



. . . I sat and thought, 
Of that ideal v;hich I ever sou/̂ ht, 
But fruitlessly—and so was fain to moan— 
Âh v;eariness of waitin̂ ;̂ thus alone, 

V/ith vanity of living a l distrau~ht, 
To find upon the earth nor peace nor aught 
Lovely or pure, whence all thin,.̂ s sweet have gone.^ 
And then one passed the dark^ning road along 
And lit it v;ith her childhood. . . 
My life burst flower-like and my soul grev;' strong. 

(from "Of a Little Girl," p. 125) 

The love which the poet feels for the child is built 

upon her innocence and perpetuated by her purity. In-

deed, in the final analysis, that v;hich the f̂ irl symboli-

zes is more real to him than she herself. Dô .-'son̂ s des-

criptions of the child are, I believe, indicative of this. 

She is: "the fairest without stain"; "pure and a maiden 

and free from guile"; "the one form pure and perfect"; with 

"most passionless, pure eyes"; "pure grey eyes"; and "in-

nocent grey eyes." And while it would be folly even to 

suggest that romantic hyperbole has no place in love poems, 

these phrases (of which the above are but a small selection) 

are something other than conventional garlands to a lover 

by a poet. They are, rather, paens of praise to "the v;hite-

ness virginal" and "the saintly face" of a momentary Ma-

donna—one who will fleetingly fulfill his quest for purity, 

and offer him a moment^s solace from the inexorable ordeal 

of life and thought: "A little while to love thee, scarcely 

time / To love thee well enough; then time to part" (from 

"Transition," p. 92). 
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Significantly, whenever the poet and the child are 

together, they are invariably alone and apart from the 

world—either in an enclosed garden, within an orchard, 

upon a hill, or in some silent valley where "the voices / 

Of humankind / Are left behind" (from "Beata Solitudo," 

p. 35). But their physical isolation from the world is, 

for Dowson, not so much the romantic retreat as it is 

a precaution and a protection. 

In "Hellenism and Hebraism," Matthev; Arnold states 

that each of us should "get rid of . . . ignorance, to 

see things as they are, and by seeing them as they are 

to see them in their beauty."^ But, for Dowson, to see 

life as it is is to see it in all its ugliness. Life, 

with its imperfections, its lack of sensitivity, and its 

fierce indifference is, for him, the unyielding destroyer 

of beauty. Obsessed as he is with the innocence of the 

child, he is as equally obsessed with the moral impurity 

of the world. In contrast to the girl, m.an is "the per-

verse and aimless band"; "the seething obscene throng"; 

"foul nature^s filthiest spawn" who "weep for very wan-

tonness." And as he says in one of his more illuminating 

^ Poetry and Criticism of Matthew Arnold, ed. A. Dv;igh' 
Culler (Boston, 19ôlj, p. LôW. 
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verses: 

Man, in a world but fair in semblance only 
Veilinp; in li.-̂hit its secî et of disq;ust, 
Is he not far of al] vile tr.ings Ihe vilest, 
He, the foul spawn of :lature» s'filthy lust? 

(from "Awakenin-^," p. lUl) 

The sexual connotations of these two descriptions (the 

child and life) are too obvious to recuire comiment: the 

girl with "passionless, pure eyes" as op̂ ôsed to man, 

who is "the foul spawn of Nature^s filthy :ust." Living 

as Dowson does in his world of absolutes, the p-irl must 

either be alone with him from the "obscene throng"; or 

desert the poet for life and, in his mind, becor.e tainted 

with its sin. And to recognize this conflict of ex-

The breadth of Dov;son̂ s er.otional chasm betv;een his 
wish for the child to remain apart from life, and his dis-
gust v\âth life itself, finds its best and most explicit 
expression in the story, "Apple Blossom in Brittany." Cam-
pion, a scholar, loves Marie-Ursule, a seventeen year old 
"child." He is faced with the choice of marrying her, or 
allowing her to enter a convent. The child leaves the 
decision to him, and he chooses the convent: 

And his thoughts wandered to London: to its bustle 
and noise, its squalid streets, to his life there, 
to its literary coteries, its politics, its society; 
vulgar and trivial and sordid they all seemed from 
his point of vantage. That v;as the world he had 
pleaded for, and it was into that he would bring 
the child. . . And suddenly, with a strcnge reaction, 
he v;as seized v;ith a sense of the wisdoii. of hier 
choice, its pictorial fitness, its benefit for both 
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aggerative sensibilities is to grasp the impossible ex-

travagance of his affection. Dowson places each child 

upon so high a pedestal that she soon reaches the point 

where she can no longer breathje. 

Loss of Innocence 

In the lyrics, the loss of innocence has two them.es: 

1) the poet's—which has no expressed m.oment in time, but 

which seems to spring from his almost medieval asceticism 

and fakir-like horror of personal desires, and; 2) the 

child's—which is the product (either real or imae;ined) 

of her psycholo/^ical and emotional maturation. 

The sense of urgency which Dowson feels to prolong 

his and the child^s isolation from life becomes more un-

derstandable when we note that he sees himself as one of 

the "perverse and aimless band." And again, as with the 

of them. He felt at once and finally, that he 
acquiesced in it; that any other ending to his 
love had been an impossible grossness, and that 
to lose her in just that fashion was the only 
way in which he could keep her always. . . . 
He had renounced, but he had triumphed; for it 
seemed to him that his renunciation would be an 
aegis to him always against the sordid facts of 
life, a protest against the vulgarity of instinct. 
. . . . 

Stories, pp. ^O-^l. 
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girl and mankind, his thoû '̂ ĥts of self, center around the 

Hebraic nucleus of physical purity. Being as he is, how-

ever unwillingly, a part of life and the world, he is 

marked with everything (the passions, the desires, the 

sins, the longings) which he loathes: 

In the dull dark days of our life 
V/e wander without a goal; 
And the plague of living and strife 
Eats worm-like into our soul 

(from "Spleen," p. 135) 

Dowson is, then, the sinner who seeks absolution by loving, 

and being loved by, the child. This is not to say that 

he feels no desire for the girl, but, rather, any physical 

attraction which she holds for him is sm.othered by her 

image as the personification of the purity which he values 

above all else—even personal happiness, (another aspect 

of his passive love will be explored in the next chapter). 

And in his short lyric, "Epigram," Dowson himself shows us 

the spiritual prostration he feels before the child: 

Because I am idolatrous and have besought, 
V/ith grievous supplication and consuming prayer, 
The admirable image that my dreams have wrought 
Out of her swan^s neck and her dark, abundant 

hair: 
The jealous gods, who brook no worship save their 

own, 
Turned my live idol marble and her heart to stone. 

(p. 57) 
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Her youth is her innocence, and her innocence in-

spires Dowson's love, and by lovinn: her he achieves a 

transitory purity of self. But once she be.crins to be 

something other than the sacrosanct statue, she starts 

to fade into the shadov/s and becomes a memory with a 

name: Cynara, Yvonne, Lalage, or Neobule. 

Her loss of innocence is, it seems, inevitable and 

predictable. Dowson^s poems are littered vdth the fu-

tility of preventing the change from. child to womian; or, 

more precisely, the futility of his being able to accept 

the change: s 

Little lady of my heartl 
Just a little longer, 

Love me: we will pass and part, 
Ere this love grow stronger. 

Little lady of my heartl 
Just a little longer, 

Be a child. . . . 

(from "Ad Domnulam Suam," p. 11) 

Once she has grown and matured, she becomes "mysterious 

and strange"; and the lyric "Beyond" tells of the poet^s 

renunciation: 

Love^s afterm.athl I think the time is now 
That we must gather in, alone, apart 
The saddest crop of all the crops that grow, 

Love^s aftermath. . . . 
The twilight of poor love: we can but part. 
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Dumbly and sadly, reaping as we sow, 
Love's aftermath. 

(p. 63) 

And the final testimony of Dov;son*s fearing the child's 

loss of innocence beyond all bounds of reality is the re-

markable series of poems in which he comforts himself by 

the thought of her dying young. In "The Dead Child," 

he is explicit: 

Sleep on, dear, now 
The last sleep and the best, 

And on thy brov;, 
And on thy quiet breast, 

Violøts I throw. 

Thy scanty years 
.'/ere nine u little v;hile; 

Life had no fears 
To trouble thy brief smile 

'7ith toil or tears. 

Lie still, and be 
For evermore a childî 

Not grudgingly, 
V/hom life has not defiled, 

I render thee. 

(p. 69) 

Not all of the lyrics dealing with the child^s death are 

•^^ Amonp; sone of the death lyrics are: "Am.or Unbra-
tilis"* "Vanitas"; "A Requiem"; "Chanson Sans Paroles"; 
"Venite Descendamus"; "Requiem"; and "Adios." 
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as extreme as is the one above; but the majority defi-

nitely show a strange, almost macabre, duality of sen-

timent: genuine sorrow comingled with a sense of relief. 

But to reflect upon the nature of the relationship be-

tween the poet and the child is, I believe, to see the 

motivation and reason behind these unusual lyrics. By 

his ending her life while she is still the all-perfect 

religious icon, Dowson spares himself the agony of seeing 

her blemished and lost to him as she assumes the human, 

(but, for his peculiar love, fatal) faults of maturity. 

In fact, it is interesting to note that of all Dowson^s 

love poems, the ones which reveal the deepest anguish, 

pathos, and feeling are not those in which the poet re-

calls the charms of the child after her premature death; 

but, instead, are those in which he remembers her growth, 

her transformation, and their forced parting in which she 

leaves him to become absorbed with life: 

By the sad waters of separation 
Where we have wandered by divers ways, 

I have but the shadow and imitation 
Of the old memorial days. 

In music I have no consolation, 
No roses are pale enough for me; 

The sound of the waters of separation 
Surpasseth roses and melody. 

(from "Exile," p. 25) 

The child, and the poet^s view of her, is as illogical 
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as a dream. Her virtue, perfection, and beauty is less 

within her, than it is within Dowson»s mind. She is a 

vision, and, like a vision, she is only real as long as 

the faith of the beholder rem.ains unshaken. But, as we 

have seen, the child of the lyrics always falls prey to 

time and growth; and it is from the poet^s constant dis-

illusionment in maintaining the physical purity of the 

child as he found it that we see the basis for his ob-

session with the other tradition of innocence: the Hel-

lenic concept of the term as meaning "want of knowledge 

or sense, ignorance." 



CHAPTER III 

THE DESIRE FOR OBLIVION 

As we have noted, according to the Hellenic view, 

the goal and purpose of man is to acquire knowledge, and 

with that knowledge, to act reasonably and responsibly. 

Innocence (i.e., not 'knowing) is an unnatural state, and 

it must be lost before mãn can fulfill himself; there-

fore, as the individual matures, he must lose the igno-

rance of youth in order that he may gain the insights 

into life and self which the intellect affords. This 

evolving from innocence to knowledge, from darkness to 

light, is, of course, a basic tenet of Greek drama. But, 

in Dowson^s poetry, just the reverse is true: the de-

sirable state is not knowledge and awareness, but intel-

lectual oblivion. Concomitant with, and parallel to, the 

Hebraic theme of innocence, there exists in his work a 

consuming desire on the part of the poet to achieve a lîel-

lenic innocence of self: to avoid all knowledge and to 

escape from life into a tranquil limbo of mental and e-

motional nescience. This aspect of Dowson^s thought is 

most strikingly evinced by the mood and spirit of his de-

votional poems; but before we consider these, it would be 

v;ise to look first into this theme in areas other than 

that of the Church. 

13 
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The Poet^s Passivity 

Throughout the lyrics, the poet is characterized by 

an almost total passiveness in both life and love. He 

does not control events, but is controlled by them: 

Life ̂  s wave bears me onward 
A rudderless bark; 
Somewhere in the future, 
Death looms in the dark. 

(from "Transit Gloria," p. 146) 

And, again, in the poem "Dregs," he explains his attitude 

towards life when he says, "V/ith pale, indifferent eyes, 

we sit and v;ait / For the dropt curtain and the closing 

gate" (p. 07). And this unwillingness to act against the 

malevolent forces surrounding him has its counterpart in 

his inability to initiate any significant action in his 

love for the child. 

As we have seen, the relationship between the poet 

and the child moves through three stages: love and mu-

tual happiness, her transition, and, finally, their sepa-

ration. And -cnroughout this re-occuring cycle, the poet 

is not only the helpless witness, but assumes a subser-

vient role and posture in the affair. She is the stronger 

one and he the weak, passive supplicant: "A little while 

to walk with thee, dear child; / To lean on thee my weak 

and weary head" (from "Transition," p. 92). But why is he, 
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even during their brief period of love, incapable of ac-

tion? The reason, I believe, is simple. To act is to 

acquire knowledge; though, of course, that knowledge m.ay 

not always be good, or even emotionally beneficial, for 

the person(s) involved. And such is the case between 

the poet and the child. Since the child is, for Dowson, 

perfection incarnate; to act in any significant manner 

(i.e., to "know" the child, to "see" her more clearly) 

could only result in her being brought more quickly to 

the mundane, human level—the level which, obviously, 

12 the poet v;ishes to forestall as long as possible. 

In Dowson^s lyrics, illusion—not truth—is cherished 

In his emotionally-centered world of abstractions, the 

world of reality is a vague horror which must be shunned; 

12 
Dowson^s rejection of the thought of an active love 

over one of complete passivity is illustrated in every 
story. In none is there a real completion of the affair. 
In one story, "The Statue of Limitations," Garth, whose 
love of the child has lasted over many years, is returning 
to England to marry her. But before the ship reaches port, 
he kills himself. Dowson concludes the story by observing: 

May it not have been an escape for the poor de-
vil himself, an escape too for the woman v;ho 
loved him, that he chose to drop down, fathoms 
down, into the calm, irrecoverable depths of 
the Atlantic, when he did, bearinn; with him at 
least an unspoilt ideal. . . . 

See Stories, p. 69. 
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for to stare directly into the eyes of life is to be 

turned into stone by its Medusian ugliness: 

Labour and longing and despair the long day 
brings; 

Patient till evening men watch the sun f'o west; 
Deferred, expected ni'-̂ ht at last îriri-̂s sleep 
ar-id rest: 

Sufficient for the day are the day' 5 evil thinp-.sl 

(from "Vesperal," p. 42) 

and the only hope is escape: from knowledge into igno-

rance, from light into darkness. 

The Church and Oblivion 

The four poems ("Nuns of the Perpetual Adoration," 

"Benedictio Domini," "Extreme Unction," and "Carthusians") 

which constitute Dowson^s religious verses were written 

between IÔ9I and 1Ô92, the time immediately before and 

after his conversion to Catholicism. Dowson^s critics 

and contemporaries have run the gamut concerning the poet's 

relationship to the Church—from Plarr*s belief that his 

friend's conversion was almost entirely the result of an 

aesthetic appreciation for the external pomp and pagentry 

13 which Catholicism offered, to Longaker's contention 

-̂3 Ernest Dowson: Reminiscences, Unpublished Letters 
and MãrcTJnalia, pp. 29-30. 
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that Dowson's conversion was a sincere act of faith at 

the time, though it later may have proven to be a dis-

appointment. The exact mental and spiritual motiva-

tions which prompted this step are, of course, im.possible 

to determine; but, in my opinion, these devotional ly-

rics (if read as a separate category or within the frame-

work of his other poems) are, like the verses addressed 

to the child, reflections of his own curious temperament 

above all else. They are, I believe, sincerely reverent 

works, but reverent in such a highly unorthodox and per-

sonalized sense that they have little to offer as reli-

gious pieces; instead, their real worth lies in the fact 

that they seem to synthesize and illuminate his longings 

for the oblivious existence, and reveal many of his in-

adequacies and fears. 

For Dowson, the greatest enemy of all is time. As 

we have noted in our consideration of the child, time, 

and the maturity which it brings, destroys the beauty 

and the innocence of the girl. As Dowson once expressed 

it in a letter to Victor Plarr: 

VVhat a terrible, lamentable thing growth isl 
It "makes me mad" to think that in a year or 
two at most the most perfect exquisite re-

^^ The Poems of Ernest Dowson, pp. 30 ff. 
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Ah dream no false or futile dreams, 
Nor lull thyself on fantasy, 
That death is other than it seems, 
Or leads to immortality. 

(from "It is Finished," p. 143) 

Belief in a future state of bliss, whether that state 

actually exists or not, does comfort and console. But, 

as far as Dowson personally is concerned, he is too tor-

mented by the immediate to worry or to think seriously 

about the hypothetical; therefore, being deprived as he 

is of the broad perspective which sustains and strengthens 

the devout believer, he can only hope to find solace and 

peace in this life by withdrawing from it: physically 

(see p. 10) as well as consciously. 

Dowson^s poetry does not show any meaningful belief 

in the sanctity of the intellect or reason. He does not 

wish to know or to act, and the knowledge of life which 

he has is, for him, a curse from which he would like to 

be free. And when he writes that "one ought to be able 

. . . to live directly in the present," he is not only 

referring to the child—but to himself as well. Just as 

the child is an "innocent" in the puritan sense of the 

word, Dowson comes to the point where he longs to be an 

"innocent" in the classical concept of the term: " . . . 

one wanting in ordinary knowledge and intelligence; a 

silly fellow; a half-wit; an idiot," (O.E.D». V, p. 312). 
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In a lyric entitled "To One in Bedlam," he is explicit: 

Better than mortal flowers, 
Thy moon-kissed roses seem: better than love 

or sleep, 
The star-crowned solitude of thine oblivious 

hoursl 

(p. 10) 

And this desire, however strange and macabre it may be, 

is, in reality, a logical one for the poet as vie see him 

throughout the verses. He is passive in both love and 

life, continually frustrated in his search for the ideal, 

and unwilling to act decisively (since it would mean ac-

quiring knowledge of a kind which would inevitably hasten 

the end of the illusion); therefore, his only recourse is 

to turn his back on it all. And since physical isolation 

from the world does not erase memory, he finally reaches 

the ultimate stage in the rejection of life: envying one 

who is, quite literally, divorced from reality and living 

always in the unchanging Present. And it is interesting 

to note that the aforementioned description of the idiot^s 

serenity is almost interchangeable with his picture of 

the nuns: 

Calm, sad, secure; behind high convent walls, 
These watch the sacred lamp, these watch and 

pray: 
And it is one with them when evening falls, 
And one with them the cold return of day. 

Outside, the world is wild and passionate; 
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Man^s weary laughter and his sick despair 
Entreat at their impenetrable gate: 
They heed no voices in their dreams of prayer. 

(from "Nuns of the Perpetual 
Adoration," p. 6) 

The obvious similarity between these two descriptions 

helps to indicate the degree to which Dov;son»s obsessions 

with the abstract and the absolute drove him. He envies 

the unknowing innocent because he is one who has no un-

derstanding, no comprehension, no knowledge of the world 

around him. The idiot»s existence is one of timelessness, 

for the past and the future are essentially meaningless; 

he is driven by, and responds to, the present only—or, 

more precisely, his limited consciousness of the present. 

And Dowson delights in visualizing himself as possessing 

the tranquility which can only be realized by one who has 

no foreknowledge of future pain, little memory of the past, 

and only a vague awareness of the immediate. In the poet^s 

eyes, the monk, the nun, and the be.dlam fool have attained 

the state for which he constantly strives: the state of 
\ 

a continuing Present within a stormless cell—where all 

things are shadows and all experiences remote; 

At last the tranquil Angelus of evening rings 
Night^s curtain down for comfort and oblivion 
Of all the vanities observed by the sun: 
Sufficient for the day are the day^s evil thin/̂ sl 

(from "Vesperal," p. 42) 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

As we have seen, Dowson^s poetry reflects a mind 

that lives almost entirely in the extremes of sensation: 

either the exhilaration of finding and praising the per-

fection of the child (who is flawless until her growth 

transforms her into sometiiing unbeautiful); or, in reaction 

to his disenchantment, a desire for complete oblivion 

from the conscious self. 

And these two extremes reflect, perhaps, the greatest 

weakness within his work—an almost total absence of the 

universal. The poet never steps outside his sensibilities, 

or transcends his emotions, to look at life with the in-

tellect. He is always the tortured center around which 

life revolves; and not, as with the more knowledgeable 

and emotionally mature poets, a part of the whole. In-

stead of searching for a truth, he wanders after the il-

lusion: be it the illusion of finding a sinless, all-

perfect girl; or the illusion of effecting an escape from 

thought, memory, and desire. He is like the Lady of 

Shalott—seeing life through a mirror instead of through 

the eye, and knowing only that part of life which passes 

beneath the tower of his half real, half imaginary v;orld. 

But if his poetry is somewhat distorted by it singleness 
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of theme and narrowness of scope, it still remains apart 

from the Decadent syndrome of moral emancipation, sen-

sationalism, and studied eccentricity. Dowson^s lyrics 

may not be better than those of his contemporaries, but 

they are not slavish imitations of them; and while he 

himself can be accused of living a life of protracted 

adolescence, the best of his work shows him to be—if an 

adolescent—a gifted and precocious one. 
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